
CAMIS DM FLEXO PLATE DEMOUNTER
PLATE DEMOUNTING AND TAPE APPLICATION

Designed to enhance the productivity of the 
�exo pre-press department with the same 
simplicity and repeatability of our plate 
mounting systems.



 Automates the plate removal reducing waste of time and 
 plates

 The main pressure roller avoids damages on the polymer or the 
 liner base during the plate removal

 The clamp slave roller keep the plate in the right position 
 avoiding creases or plate stretch

 Ensures the reusability of the plates and in fact the economy of 
 the �exo printing.

In order to optimize the work �ow of the prepress stage, CAMIS 
DM can be �tted with our TAPER SLIDE tape applicator, to obtain 
the following advantages:

 maximizing performances of the mounting stage
 increasing print quality by avoiding all the  defects linked to 

 poor tape application
 reducing press downtimes linked to tape application
 saving time, waste and costs
 SLEEVE ALWAYS READY

CAMIS DM FLEXO PLATE DEMOUNTER
PLATE DEMOUNTING AND TAPE APPLICATION

CAMIS S.r.l. - Via Guido Rossa, 9
20037 Paderno Dugnano (MI) Italy
Tel. +39 02.9982188 - Fax +39 02.9981670
E-mail:info@camissrl.com

Worldwide distributor: 
Eurograv Limited - Unit 4, Country Business Centre
Lucas Green Road - West End - WOKING
Surrey GU24 9LZ United Kingdom
Tel.  0044 (0) 1483 474426 - Fax 0044 (0) 1483 489346
sales@eurograv.co.uk - www.�exoplatemounting.com

Italian dealer for the CAMIS range
of plate mounting machinery:
Via Ronchi, 39 - 20134 - Milano (Italy)
Tel. +39 02 26417365 - Fax +39 02 26418707
info@iec-italy.com - www.iec-italy.com

www.rotocamis.it
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SLEEVE 
WIDTH

PRINTING
REPEATS

FEATURES

OTHER
FEATURES

DM 1500 DMTS 1500 DM 1000 DMTS 1000

Up to 1520 mm (60”) 

Adjustable support to �t di�erent sleeves lengths
Interchangeable �anges to �t di�erent sleeves bore diameters
Pneumatic driven main pressure roller
Pneumatic driven and foot operated clamp slave roller
Motorized sleeve rotation

280-1250 mm (11" - 49")

Taper Slide tape 
applicator up to 
1420 mm (56”)

Taper Slide tape
applicator up to
1020 mm (40”)

Up to 1020 mm (40”)

CAMIS is glad to introduces the new CAMIS DM plate demounting system

US dealer for the CAMIS range
of plate mounting machinery:
140 W Lake Drive
Tel. 1-800-445-4017
www.team�exo.com


